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will face further cost of $1.2 trillion.

United Nations Environment Programme – Finance Initiative (UNEP-FI)

It is partnership between UN Environment and global financial sector. It was 
established in wake of the 1992 Earth Summit with mission to promote 
sustainable finance. More than 240 financial institutions including banks, 
insurers and investors work with UN Environment under it. It hosts its 
Global Roundtable every other year since 1994. In 2017, UNEP FI had 
established regional roundtables to celebrate its 25th Anniversary.

—a material leftover from dead plants that couldn’t decompose due to the 
cold.
Lower permafrost layers contain soils made mostly of minerals. Whereas, 
top layer soil of permafrost does not stay frozen all year. It is active layer 
which thaws during warm summer months and freezes again in winter.
These permanently frozen grounds i.e. permafrost are most common in 
regions with high mountains and Earth’s higher latitudes—near North and 
South Poles. They cover large regions of Earth i.e. almost quarter of land 
area in Northern Hemisphere is underneath permafrost.

exceeding three years at time.
Orders of Ombudsman: It will obligatory on NBFC concerned to implement 
settlement arrived with complainant or award passed by Ombudsman.
Non Compliance: In case of non-implementation of settlement or award, 
the complainant may represent to RBI. On this, RBI may further initiate 
such action under provisions of RBI Act, 1934 as it deems fit.

independence. Since then, bilateral ties have steadily improved over the 
years. In terms of bilateral trade between both countries, India had 
exported goods worth US $101.16 million and imported goods worth US 
$0.548 million from Seychelles in 2017. In 2017, India was 8th largest 
exported to Seychelles.

Recent Developments

India and Seychelles have established relationship in defence and 
maritime security. Under it, India helps to patrol waters of Seychelles and 
gives equipment to island nation’s defence forces.

In recent years, India has agreed to help Seychelles map its hydrology 
reserves, launched coastal surveillance radar project and boosted 
security cooperation with island nation.

Assumption Island: In 2015, Seychelles had agreed to allocate land on its 
Assumption Island for India to build its first naval base in IOR to expand 
its footprint in the strategically-key region where China has been trying to 
enhance its military presence. In this regard, agreement was signed in 
2015 between India and Seychelles.
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Total lunar eclipse and supermoon

 The experiments showed that low breathing frequency, the number of 
breaths per minute, increases the time the virus stays inside, and therefore 
increases the chances of deposition and consequently infection.

 The Paris Agreement was signed in 2016 by nearly every country in the 
world, with the aim of limiting global warming to less than 2 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial levels.

 Studies have found that about 50% to 90% of people who test positive 
for the coronavirus experience some degree of measurable smell loss, a result 
of the virus wreaking havoc when it invades cells in the airway.
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Issue
The largest full moon of 2021 will be observed on Earth on May 26th. The 
Moon will be the closest during this time and is termed “supermoon”.

Background
This is the first time in last six years that a supermoon and full moon event 
has taken place on the same day. This is also the only lunar eclipse of 2021.

Details
 The supermoon event takes place only under two conditions: it should 
be a full Moon day and Earth’s orbit should be nearest to the Moon.
 During the revolution process with Moon, the Earth comes in two 
distinct positions based on the distance. 
 When Earth and Moon at the shortest distance it is called perigee. 
When they at the farthest point, it is termed apogee.
 When the Moon is at perigee position, it appears to be the biggest and 
also the brightest among all of the cycle.
 This is not the first supermoon that is taking place this year. It is 
however, the biggest one considering Moon will be closer to Earth by a 
margin of 0.04 percent.
 During the supermoon event, the Moon will not only be brightest and 
biggest, but will also appear to be reddish in colour.
 This is because Earth will block the light falling on the moon. The 
filtering of light will soften edge of Earth’s shadow and give the distinct 
colour.
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Indian Ocean Region (IOR) and for effective deterrence. Indian Navy is 

looking to build its assets to consolidate its supremacy in strategically 

important IOR where Chinese Navy also operates. 

Indian Navy has fleet of more than 100 submarines and 
surface warships. It currently possesses 14 conventional submarines, including Scorpene. But 

only half are operational at any given point of time. India Navy also has two 

nuclear-powered submarines INS Arihant (SSBN, a ballistic missile 

a nuclear-powered one) leased from submarine) and INS Chakra (SSN, 

Russia.

Recently, in March 2019 India had sealed a US $3 billion deal with Russia 

for leasing of nuclear-powered attack submarine (INS Chakra III) for Indian 

Navy for a period of 10 years. Under this deal, Russia will have to deliver 

Chakra III, an Akula class submarine, to Indian Navy by 2025. It will be third 

Russian submarine to be leased to Indian Navy.
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Lunar eclipse
The Lunar eclipse is an astronomical phenomenon in which the Earth, Sun 
and Moon are arranged in a straight line and Earth’s shadow falls on Moon, 
covering its surface.
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